
Attendees 

Present: Kris Tthielemans (UCL), Elise Emond (UCL), Edoardo Pasca (STFC), Ben Thomas (UCL), David 

Atkinson (UCL), Evgueni Ovtchinnikov (STFC), Claudia Prieto (KCL), Thomas Kuestner (KCL), Palak 

Wadhwa (Leeds), Casper da Costa-Luis (KCL), Sameeha Hussain  (Leeds), Charlotte Lupton (Leeds), 

Nikos Efthimiou (Hull) 

Online: Julian Mathews (Manchester), Christoph Kolbitsch (PTB),  Andrew Reader (KCL),  David 

Hansen (Gradient Software, Aarhus), Hui Xue (NIH),  Mueez Aizaz (Maastricht), Johannes Mayer 

(PTB) 

 

Updates since 1.0.0 (Evgueni) 
Main additions: 2D FBP, possibility to install SIRF Python package, some bugs were fixed, more 

demonstration scripts, addition of some MR dataset, modifications to the virtual machine (among 

those, increased disk space) 

Running SIRF via Jupyter notebooks on Azure (Ben Thomas, UCL) 
Azure: Microsoft’s cloud computing service. 

It was used for the PSMR summer school, using virtual machines on Azure, and it was run on the 

browser (Jupyter notebook). 

Can launch a terminal from the browser as well, you can use it to run Gadgetron. 

TODO: Add %matplotlib inline to acquisition_data (and maybe other notebooks) 

To run reconstructions et processing using Gadgetron, the interface works similarly for both Python 

and Matlab, so all examples can be ported to Matlab easily. 

Future: 

Hui Xue (NIH)/ David Hansen (Aarhus): Gadgetron plans and interfacing for joint recon. 
Started with Michael Hansen and Thomas Soerensen in 2010 

Gadgetron: server component and client (on the scanner) 

User will only add “gadget”: noise adjustement, adjust FOV, wrap reconstructions... that depend on 

the same shared toolboxes 

Gadgets can be coded in C++/matlab/python 

For the end user, using Gadgetron is just another software to use, very easy to use. 

Functionalities in toolboxes: clinical applications (mapping, compressed sensing, fat-water 

separation etc.), general algorithms (B-spline, motion correction...). 

All gadgets pushed to github are tested using buildbots for Windows, Linux, macOs and then 

deployed on Azure. 

Generic recon chain: provide generic way to handle reference data, “defaults”: ex. Grappa, sensing, 

coil compression... 



Built on top of ISMRMRD data format (MR raw data): k-space, image, and more recently can store 

ECG/respiratory/gradient waveform; converters for Siemens, GE, Philips and Bruker – stored as hdf5 

files. 

Embedding Gadgetron in SIRF: each toolbox can be called separately but a lot of the preprocessing 

cannot be called directly => could create a SIRF gadget 

Machine learning applications: can create Python machine learning gadget (ex.: automatic 

contouring using machine learning) 

Future developments: non-cartesian generic chains, add a Python package to call Gadgetron 

toolboxes, work to enhance Matlab integration... 

Further discussion: how to integrate Gadgetron to SIRF, how to perform joint reconstruction... 

Thomas Küstner (KCL): Gadgetron implementation for PETMR motion correction 
Use MR to capture the motion and apply the motion model to correct the PET images; 

pipeline details: MR acquisition (< 2min, aiming for 90s) in the beginning of the PET acquisition 

(followed by further diagnostic sequences) 

Relies on other sensors (ECG, belt,...) to extrapolate the motion model to the rest of the PET 

acquisition. The PET listmode, MR 4D k-space data and the sensors are sent to the Gadgetron server 

(via a “Gadgetron emitter”) to reconstruct. Uses CASToR software to reconstruct the PET data. 

Integrated into the Siemens scanner system.  

Can be used in a Docker container. PET reconstruction can also call e7 tools if available. 

https://github.com/thomaskuestner/CS_MoCo_LAB 

https://github.com/gadgetron/GadgetronControl: GUI for all Gadgetrons gadgets and set up config 

and parametrise it. 

End user: does not need to do anything in particular, reconstruction done on a server and then 

retransferred to the scanner (including motion fields) and can also be archived on PACS 

Ben Thomas (UCL) + Palak Wadhwa (Leeds): GE Signa PET/MR progress  
Ben: 

New functionality to UCL/petmr-rd-tools. Can create a mu-map image that is usable in SIRF from 

MRAC “signa_mrac_to_mu”. 

Workflow: extract patient volume, read PET raw data, find all coils and reslice into patient volume 

and write interface. 

Palak: 

Able to use span 2 for GE scanner template + fix of some bugs in the code + normalisation corrected, 

taking into account geometric effects 

Random correction implemented + view offset for crystal 0 was implemented  

Johannes Mayer (PTB) + Christoph Kolbitsch (PTB):  Progress in setup of numerical 

simulation framework inside SIRF 
Framework to simulate dynamic PET/MR data, including a motion ground truth 

Input (XCAT)+ motion information + tissue map => simulation module 

https://github.com/thomaskuestner/CS_MoCo_LAB
https://github.com/gadgetron/GadgetronControl


Added a simulation submodule 

Done so far: tissue parameters (for MR and PET), contrast generator (only MR) 

Next work: incorporation of motion fields and simulate 3D cartesian raw data acquisition 

Kris Thielemans (UCL): SIRF on Windows 
Superbuild does not build Gadgetron yet on Windows 

Advice from David Hansen: run on Windows subsystem or (did not get the second 

recommendation?) 

Future Meetings 
o Next software meeting: 20th September in Leeds  

o Hackathon: https://www.ccppetmr.ac.uk/hackathon1; 26-27th of July at the 

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory of Oxford; everyone who wants to join needs to be 

registered; all information is on the website. 

https://www.ccppetmr.ac.uk/hackathon1

